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Hand-crafted elegance brought to 

life through international design 

and exquisite quality.
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This modular sofa is set up like building blocks 
designed to provide almost infinite variety in how 
you choose to build your sofa. This also means 
you can create a unique set-up with access to the 
sofa from different angles. Cinder Block includes a 
leather tray to place on the arm rest – giving even 
more functionality and elegance. 

Cinder Block sofa / Design by Luca Nichetto
Floema tables / Design by Luca Nichetto Cinder Block
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Cinder Block
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Kite sofa & chair / Design by Jonas Wagell
Expose tables / Design by Jonas Wagell

A lounge sofa concept with generous dimensions 
and a timeless aesthetic. Based on traditional 
construction and layout, Kite provides a unique 
character with refined details and proportions. The 
sofa has distinguishing features and well-crafted 
design elements, but maintains a modest and 
inclusive form. Suitable for the home, hospitality 
and contract markets. Kite is presented here with 
the new Expose tables.

The fine structure of  
Kite is well crafted
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A new way to expose decor

Expose is not just a table you will love to have in your decor 
– it is a table that makes it possible to be creative and display 
items on the shelf or the unique marble plate that makes up 
the base of this table. The glass tabletop brings a lightness to 
this otherwise sturdy design.

Expose tables /Design by Jonas Wagell
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Hand-crafted elegance  
for generations

The story of Wendelbo is the story of a Danish family which over the course 
of six decades and three generations has been driven by a strong passion for 
design. It is also the story of how a small furniture workshop turned into an 
international furniture and design company.

Specialising in the production of upholstered furniture where design, 
functionality and quality are its hallmarks. With its deep roots in the 
Scandinavian design mindset and the Danish tradition of craftsmanship, 
Wendelbo develops and produces contemporary furniture that meets the 
needs of today’s world – furniture that is created in the interface between 
innovation and functionality, combining modernity and history.

Today, the Wendelbo collection is a modern selection of designs from a broad 
spectrum of international designers, culminating in a poised and elegant 
collection – which is 100% true to its roots of great craftsmanship and quality.
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With its modern take on traditional upholstery 
techniques, the Campo sofa is a contemporary design 
that will elevate the room. The button-tufted seat is 
combined with loose cushions providing both comfort 
and versatility.

Campo sofa / Design by Lars Wendelbo
Floema table / Design by Luca Nichetto
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Refined touch 
and delicate 

details
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A fresh perspective  
with the Vista design

The ruffle back gives this design a unique detail that 
emphasises its soft curves. Vista is a charming design 
inspiring a welcoming mood. Including both the chair 
and the sofa makes a perfect setting. Combine with the 
Calibre tables to lighten the look.

Vista sofa & chair / Design by Anderssen & Voll
Calibre occasional tables / Design by Böttcher & Kayser
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comfortable lounge chair that has a shell 
inspired by the elegant leaf of an aloe plant, 
hence the name. This shape is lightly suspended 
on a steel frame – both light and sturdy at the 
same time. 

Aloe chairs / Design by Luca Nichetto
Coin occasional tables / Design by 365 North

Like the curves  
of Aloe
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Perfectly built to 
stand the test of time 
– a Peak sofa



The Peak sofa delivers on both comfort and style. Lush cushions 
and a distinct frame make Peak stand out and provide you with a 
wonderfully comfortable sofa. Here you can make full use of the 
versatile selection of modules and create the sofa of your dreams.

Peak sofa / Design by 365 North
Circle coffee table / Design by 365 North
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Create a great view with a Sail

Subtle yet full of expression – a Sail chair makes a great 
impression and offers extra versatility with its swivel base. 
Pair with an Arc table for an elegant finishing touch.

Sail chair / Design by Toan Nguyen
Arc tables / Design by Toan Nguyen
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Adding a table can make a big difference, and with Surface the 
table is elegantly integrated into the design of the sofa. The 
Surface design executes the idea to perfection – creating a 
truly unique sofa that is both interesting and very functional.

Surface  sofa / Design by 365 North
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Reinvent your room with Surface
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Ovata chairs / Design by Note Design Studio
Coin occasional tables / Design by 365 North 

If a design appears to be soft at first glance, 
it also needs to be soft when you sit in it – 
the Ovata is no exception. This chair provides 
a wonderfully snug seat that hugs the body 
perfectly. The soft curve of the seat provides 
extra comfort – which is exactly what the look 
of this chair promises.

Designed for 
harmony of body 
and mind
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Getting noticed is 
not a concern for 

Mondo

This mirror truly stands out. It fills the space in a 
generous way and becomes a functional piece of 
art along the way. The Mondo mirror is available 
in a wall-mounted or free-standing version. Both 
include a detail on the back for hanging your clothes.

Mondo wall mirror / Design by Ari Kanerva
Slice rack / Design by 365 North
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A perfect way to create instantaneous style
and grace. A floating sofa design with 
lightness and edge as the main features. The 
floating design shows a sharp visual edge 
without compromising the softly formed 
cushions.

Edge V1 sofa / Design by Lars Wendelbo
Circle coffee table / Design by 365 North

A solid and 
confident choice 

with Edge V1
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The Hug for everyone
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Fine lines that are geometric in their outline, provide 
a comfortable and reclined seat in this unique 
piece of Danish design. This has become a classic 
silhouette that will elevate the look of any space.

Calibre occasional table / Design by Böttcher & Kayser 
Hug chair / Design by 365 North
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Distinct shape of an Edge
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This is a sofa for those who appreciate a timeless classic that will 
always provide you with the desired comfort and style you need. 
The vast options in the Edge collection also provide the chance 
to develop a completely individualised sofa.

Edge V2 sofa / Design by Lars Wendelbo
Expose table / Design by Jonas Wagell

Distinct shape of an Edge



A Tip Toe bench is the perfect solution when a little 
extra seating is needed. For a hall or a bedroom, you 
will always have an elegant addition to your décor.

Tip Toe bench / Design by Steffensen & Würtz

Lightness
def ined
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When a true retreat is needed, lie back and enjoy 
the embracing comfort of a Maho sofa. The versatile 
selection of modules for Maho ensures endless 
possibilities for creating a truly personalised sofa. 
Paired with the lightness of a Floema table, this 
design radiates elegance and style.

Maho sofa / Design by 365 North 
Floema tables / Design by Luca Nichetto
Ovata chair / Design by Note Design Studio
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Endless combinations combined  
with outstanding comfort



PAGE 38 Blade sofa / Design by 365 North
Poller tables / Design by Oliver Schick

The Blade sofa presents itself with a very simplistic 
design, which is made interesting with the addition of 
large cushions that emphasise the elegance of this sofa.

Sharp elegance 
and basic  
perfection
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Wendelbo has nurtured a Danish craftsmanship tradition for 
generations and given life to innovative and classic designs, set 
in a modern and contemporary context. 

From the very start, our goal has been to develop and produce 
furniture with a strong visual identity, optimal function and 
comfort – all the while with an eye for the small details that make 
a big difference.

Every day dedicated and skilled craftsmen work to ensure the 
high standards of our production. They each bring a particular 
set of skills that, in many cases, are learnt at Wendelbo, so they 
can each do their part in ensuring that each design stands the 
test of time.

Besides the highly skilled craftsmen we also ensure quality 
through close cooperation with well-renowned vendors and 
suppliers. We work with some of the world’s best fabric and 
leather manufacturers, and each design goes through a rigorous 
quality control process before leaving the factory.  

We never compromise on quality and set high standards for our 
factory. We are driven by a strong passion for design and are of 
the conviction that the combination of our high quality and a 
long-lasting aesthetic is the best path to sustainability.

Skills and true 
craftmanship go  

hand in hand
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Naturally inspired 
and built to last

The Mango is distinct, elegant, and highly functional 
all at once. Clearly inspired by a sliced mango fruit, 
this chair is charming and eye-catching, while being 
completely uncompromising in style and comfort.

Mango chairs / Design by Note Design Studio 
Floema table / Design by Luca Nichetto
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PAGE 45Making a big impression and ensuring great comfort 
gives you a sofa that will stand the test of time. Raft is 
a statement design providing versatility with a wide 
selection of modules – and a chance to create a different 
look through a variety of fabric choices. 

Raft sofa / Design by 365 North
Poller table / Design by Oliver Schick

 Fine lines  
featured with 

a Raft sofa



An iconic design 
that will fit any 
scale

The Mango Mini is a fresh take on our iconic Mango design. 
This timeless design is ideally positioned in the living 
room or the bedroom and works well in public spaces too.

Mango Mini chair / Design by Note Design Studio
Calibre occasional tables / Design by Böttcher & Kayser
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A massive sofa delicately suspended on a light, yet sturdy frame – 
the Hang sofa is full of elegant contrast. Paired with the Arc tables, 
Hang becomes the very definition of beauty and gracefulness.

Hang sofa / Designd by Toan Nguyen
Arc tables / Design by Toan Nguyen 

Created with the love of contrast 
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Created with the love of contrast 



Slim legs with brass detail combined with the 
voluminous body give a recognisable and heavenly 
lounge expression. Ollie is a distinctive lounge chair, 
easy to recognise and wonderful to use.

Ollie chairs / Design by Susanne Grønlund
Floema table / Design by Luca Nichetto
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Amazing shapes and interesting details
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Slice rack / Design by 365 North

A sculpture may as well be functional – and the Slice rack 
gives you an elegant sculpture, which will integrate into the 
environment as a beautiful work of art – with the shelves 
slicing through the air. 

Practically inspired with 
a Slice in the room
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Delicate design  
that invites you in

A formal setting with great practical use. The Sepal lounge collection offers 
you comfort and elegance in one unique package. Sepal will easily adapt to 
any setting.

Sepal lounge chair and sofa / Design by Luca Nichetto
Floema tables / Design by Luca Nichetto
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Proud traditions of  
Nordic design brought home

The Nova collection is both versatile and highly 
functional. Its features are deeply rooted in 
Scandinavian design traditions with straight lines 
and a sturdy style.

Nova V2 sofa / Design by Lars Wendelbo
Circle coffee table / Design by 365 North
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Comfort and contrast are a beautiful way to elevate a dining 
experience. The light frame of the Sepal dining chair is generously 
compensated by the comfort of the seat. The Floema collection 
provides a great selection of tables taking you from living to dining.

Sepal chairs / Design by Luca Nichetto
Floema dining table / Design by Luca Nichetto

New heights of elegance and comfort
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New heights of elegance and comfort
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Built on a light frame, these voluminous 
cushions remind you of a time when 
travelling was a luxury and you could 
recline in a comfortable seat for the 
journey. Aero provides maximum comfort 
and style.

Aero chair & stool / Design by 365 North
Circle side table / Design by 365 North

A perfect place to take
a moment or more
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A sofa structured as oversized building blocks. 
The expression is minimalistic and will fit into 
any setting. Accompanied by a dark marble 
contrast represented by a light Circle coffee table. 

Poff sofa / Design by 365 North
Circle coffee table / Design by 365 North

Simple style with a 
Poff sofa
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With its soft shape and organic character, 
Half & Half provides comfort and oozes 
cosiness in both public places and private 
homes. The ambience of the chair is half 
functional, half sculptural, both minimalistic 
and expressive, and absolutely charming.

Half&Half lounge chairs / Design by Iskos

Undeniably  
charming
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A luxurious daybed is the perfect way to create an 
atmosphere of relaxed energy. Having the surplus 
space and desire to place Canoe in any room sends 
a clear signal. The table detail adds to the function 
of this unique design.

Canoe daybed / Design by 365 North
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If you have the space to spare,
 we have the piece to fill it



PAGE 68 Feel the ambience around 
a Coin table

With a clear reference to its name – Coin, a 
round and endless loop, the circle is one of 
the most versatile geometric shapes. Easy to 
position and ideally suited for dining and 
sharing. Elegantly displayed with the Mono 
chair.

Coin dining table / Design by 365 North
Mono V2 & V3 chairs / Design by 365 North
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Rounded organic shapes, generous curves and luxurious materials 
elevate the Lobby collection to new heights. Amazingly balanced 
between contemporary and classic – this is a timeless design.

Lobby chair and sofa / Design by Sarah Rousselle 
Floema table / Design by Luca Nichetto   

Elegance is often found 
in the simplest form
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in the simplest form
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Minimalistic style is the 
essence of a Mono chair 

The original design is a monochromatic dream for design enthusiasts. 
One colour for each chair, making it all about the shape and not the 
contrast. And if you love contrasts, why not go for black and white?

Mono V1 & V2 chairs / Design by 365 North
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Define is a unique modular sofa that gives you a very 
modern look and immense versatility. The defined 
geometric shapes make this sofa truly stand out.  

Define sofa / Design by 365 North
Root table / Design by 365 North
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A shape to remember



Encouraging conversation in a soft curve 
places people in the perfect position. Place 
several Lilin sofas together, and they form 
a truly inclusive space.

Lilin sofa / Design by Luca Nichetto
Coin occasional tables  / Design by 365 North
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Curves are both warm and 
welcoming 
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A cornet is a delicate shape holding its content 
firmly in place because of its rounded shape. This 
collection emulates that shape, creating a body-
hugging design that provides not only comfort, 
but also a great style.

Cornet sofa and chair / Design by Boris Berlin
Slice rack / Design by 365 North
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Completely confident  
style of Cornet
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A sturdy frame accompanied by soft cushions 
gives Elementz just the right amount of 
contrast to create a wonderful personal space 
for relaxation.

Elementz sofa / Design by Lars Wendelbo
Floema tables / Design by Luca Nichetto
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Elementz is your own personal nest
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Inspired by minimalistic purity, this elegant 
shape will surely be noticed. The Chill chair 
is a great place to lean back and take in the 
day. Find the perfect fit with either a high-  
or low-backed chair.

Chill chair and stool / Design by 365 North

Notice the fine  
lines of Chill
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Interesting details accentuated 
by a great shape

The Balé sofa is a charming piece that 
catches the attention of anyone who 
enters the room. Small brass accents on 
the legs and the fine curve of this lounge 
sofa make it perfect for public spaces as 
well as private rooms.

Balé sofa / Design by 365 North
Floema tables / Design by Luca Nichetto
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Quality  
through design

At Wendelbo we work with a variety of international designers who, 
without exception, provide great aesthetics without compromising 
on function. We carefully select designers who are able to decipher 
and convey the Wendelbo DNA through to the designs. In that way 
we create a coherent collection of furniture that shares an aesthetic 
style and a perfect balance between form and function. We firmly 
believe that there is a strong connection between the quality of the 
design and the quality of the final piece of furniture. Each designer 
we cooperate with shares this vision.

Anderssen & Voll / Ari Kanerva / Boris Berlin Design / Böttcher & 
Kayser / Iskos  / Jonas Wagell / Lars Wendelbo / Luca Nichetto / 
Note Design Studio / Oliver Schick / Sarah Rousselle / Steffensen 
& Würtz / Susanne Grønlund / Sven Dogs / Toan Nguyen / Yonoh 
Studio / 365 North



Quality  
through design

Luca Nichetto Jonas Wagell

Toan Nguyen Anderssen & Voll

Note Design Studio
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A collar is a rounded shape, which usually hugs the neck 
tightly to sharpen a look and make it more exclusive. 
The Collar chair design emulates that shape and creates 
a chair that does not compromise on anything.

Collar chairs / Design by 365 North
Calibre occasional table / Design by Böttcher & Kayser

Contrasts provide ultimate 
elegance
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DESIGN MODULE FABRIC DESIGN MODULE FABRIC

p. 04
CINDER BLOCK  Module 4,11,16           Tivoli col. 2 

 

p. 05
FLOEMA  Side tables 

p. 07
KITE  3-seater & chair Roco col. 02

p. 07
EXPOSE Tables

p. 09
EXPOSE Tables

p. 12
CAMPO Module 13 & 31 Tivoli col. 4

p. 13
FLOEMA Square table 

p. 14
CALIBRE Occasional tables

p. 14
VISTA Chair & Sofa Navona col. 02

p. 16
COIN Occasional tables 

p. 17
ALOE Chair                Monta col. 06 & 08

p. 19
PEAK Module 1, 6 & 9 Re-wool col. 358

p. 19
CIRCLE Coffee table Dark Emperador marble

p. 20
SAIL Chair Fiord col. 951

p. 21
ARC Tables

p. 22
SURFACE Module 1 & 12          Coast col. 4

p. 24
COIN Occasional tables

p. 25
OVATA Lounge chair        Alma col. 02

p. 27
MONDO wall mounted mirror

p. 29
EDGE V. 1 Module 25 Faith Brown

p. 29
CIRCLE Coffee table Nero Marquina marble

p. 31
HUG Chair       Fiord col. 961

p. 32
EDGE V. 2 Module 29, 14 & 33                 Remix 2 col. 433

p. 33
EXPOSE Tables

p. 35
TIP TOE Bench Large      Black Buttero

p. 36
FLOEMA Tables

p. 37
MAHO Module 28 & 2     Cuddle col. 04

p. 38
POLLER Table

p. 39
BLADE Module 9 & 20        Sasso col.10

p. 42
MANGO Chairs                   Remix 3 col. 356

p. 44
POLLER Table

p. 45
RAFT Module 5 & 8     Cuddle col. 02

p. 47
MANGO Mini chair            Treviso dark brown

p. 48
ARC Tables
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DESIGN MODULE FABRIC DESIGN MODULE FABRIC

p. 49
HANG Module 11 & 14          Coast col. 6

p. 50
OLLIE Chairs             Merit col. 033 & 041

p. 53
SLICE Rack

p. 54
SEPAL Lounge chair & sofa           Fiord col. 951 & 961

 

p. 54
FLOEMA Oval table

p. 56
NOVA V. 2 2,5 seater & 3 seater                        Tivoli col. 02

p. 57
CIRCLE Side tables       Nero Marquina marble

p. 58
FLOEMA Dining table       Nero Marquina marble

p. 59
SEPAL Dining chairs      Fiord col. 262

p. 60
AERO Chair & Stool            Treviso Dark Brown

p. 61
CIRCLE Side table       Nero Marquina marble

p. 62
CIRCLE Coffee table Nero Marquina marble

p. 62
POFF Module 8, 7 & 2        Sasso col. 02

p. 65
HALF&HALF Lounge chair                North col. 04 & 06

p. 67
CANOE Daybed       Buttero Cuoio

p. 68
MONO W. COVER Version 2 & 3     

p. 69
COIN Dining table

p. 69
MONO W. COVER Version 3  Remix 3 col. 326

p. 71
LOBBY Chair & Sofa       Senza col. 14

p. 72
MONO Version 1 & 2      Black, Grey, White, Sand & Black

p. 74
DEFINE 2 x Module 1                Coast col. 06 & 10

p. 75
ROOT Coffee table

p. 76
LILIN 2-seater                   Remix 2 col. 242

p. 76
COIN Occasional tables

p. 79
CORNET Chair & Sofa 3-seater                 Remix 2 col. 373

p. 79
DIJON Rugs                   Various

p. 79
SLICE Rack

p. 80
FLOEMA Tables

p. 81
ELEMENTZ Modul 8, 10 & 9           Roco col. 4

p. 83
CHILL Chair & Stool                  Harmony col. 1106 & 3102

p. 85
BALÉ 2-seater Harmony col. 2102

p. 85
FLOEMA Tables

p. 88
CALIBRE Occasional tables

p. 89
COLLAR Chairs    Buttero Sabia & Marrone

 Buttero Marrone,
Canvas col. 264,  

 Remix 3 col. 346
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